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Note: This information is the result of carefully executed tests. This Technical Data Sheet has been prepared to the best of our knowledge to provide you with advice when gluing. We cannot be held responsible for the 
results or any damage suffered, as the variety of factors involved (type and combination of materials and working method) are beyond our control. Users have to carry out their own checks and trials. Liability can only be 
accepted for the consistently high quality of our product.

White liquid for repairing damaged enamel and lacquer
enamel repair

63112 - UHU EnamEl BlistEr 23 g DE/Fr/it - 46825

Points of attention: Contains volatile, highly flamable liquid solvants; 
appropriate precautions should therefore be taken during storage or during 
usage. Ensure proper ventilation when used on large areas.

CUrE timEs*
Final bonding strength after: approx. 24 hours
* Curing time may vary depending on a.o. surface, product quantity used, humidity level and ambient 
temperature.

tECHniCal sPECiFiCations
appearance: white
Chemical base: synthetic resins
Consistency: Medium viscosity
solid matter: approx. 46 %
Density: approx. 0,81 g/cm³

storagE ConDitions
 Store in a dry, cool and frost-free place.

PHysiologiCal ProPErtiEs
The dried adhesive is inert, completely neutral and physiologically indifferent.

PaCk sizEs
Bottle 23g

 

ProDUCt DEsCriPtion
White repair assistant with brush applicator, suitable for repairing scratches, 
splinterings, bathtub and sink damage, etc. Resistant to hot water, usual 
household cleaners and diluted bases.

FiElD oF aPPliCation
For mending scratches, splintering or all kind of damages on white bathtubs 
and sinks. 

ProPErtiEs
· White
· Water, temperature and chemical resistant
· Liquid for repairing damaged enamel and lacquer
· Brush in cap 
· Discoloring resistant

PrEParation
Working conditions: Do not use at temperatures below +10°C
surface requirements: Surfaces which are to be touched up must be clean, 
dry and free of oil, grease and dust.
tools: Brush included in bottle cap.

aPPliCation
Directions for use:
Shake bottle befor use. Use brush in bottle cap to apply a thin coat of the repair 
assistant. Let dry, and if necessary, apply a second coat after approx. 10 minutes. 
stains/residue: Remove fresh stains immediately with acetone.
advice: If necessary, the enamel repair assistant may be diluted with acetone; a 
colour paste can be used to dye the repair adhesive.


